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1. Orbital Frequency Analyzer (OFA)

❑OFA is a High Resolution Mass Spectrometer working on Fourier 
Transform Mass Spectrometry (FTMS) principle

❑Non-sinusoidal image charge signal delivers higher resolving 
power without acquisition time increase due to high order 
spectral harmonics

2. CDMS mode of OFA

❑ It is possible to measure individual ions signal in OFA to 
implement Charge Detection Mass Spectrometry 
(CDMS) mode of measurements

❑ In CDMS a single ion charge Q is measured which allows 
for true mass measurement: M=m/z*Q

❑ Mass-to-charge ratio measurement accuracy is high in 
OFA

❑ Q accuracy is a critical parameter. It is better with:
o lower electronic noise level
o longer measurement time
o lower vacuum

❑ Data processing is necessary to measure Q properly:
o Determine the frequency (or m/z)
o Determine the lifetime (LT) of an ion
o Calculate the average intensity of the ion signal over 

the determined LT and convert it into charge Q
o Determine the mass by M = (m/z)·Q, and plot all 

points as a mass histogram
❑ High multiplexing reduces overall experiment time and 

is a challenge for CDMS instruments

3. Folded time domain signal method

CDMS OFA data processing

4. Frequency domain fitting

5. Scoring method

6. Mass Loss method (mlCDMS)

Takes neighbour ions interference into account 

For each detected frequency (or (m/z)0) other probable frequencies 
(or m/z) are calculated :
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(m1=mp=mn is a nucleon mass)

Score is calculated for each guessed Q0
* based on all actual 

frequencies presented in CDMS data. The best score determines 
actual (or improved) value of charge Q0

Collisions of protein ions with gas cause neutral losses resulting in 
frequency change.
Mass loss derived by means of frequency loss depends on charge of an ion 
→ we can adjust charge Q :
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Proper charge Q – ideal MS!

[M]nH+→[M-H]nH+

LT=[440;1682]msLT=[164;457]ms

FTMS mode

9. CDMS mode proteins measurements by OFA 

Frequency domain fitting, Ninj=200, Tacq=1000ms
No interference elimination Interference elimination

Ninj=200, Tacq=500ms 
No interference elimination

8. Experimental conditions

❑ Proteins purchased from Sigma-Aldrich:
o Myoglobin from equine heart
o Aldolase from rabbit muscle

❑ Sample solutions were prepared using mixture of H2O 
and acetonitrile with ratio of 1:1 with 0.5% formic acid

❑ He/Ar gas for ions cooling
❑ Vacuum pressure (3-4)x10-10 Torr

Ion frequency, LT and 
dynamics can be seen in 
folded time domain 
signal:

Algorithm steps: Real aldolase molecular 
ion folded signal:

The method is very useful 
to watch for collisional 
events and ion frequency 
change.

M, Da LT[ms] Q

Ion1 40315.12 1000 50

Ion2 40316.07 500 50

Ion3 40314.17 900 50

Folded artificial signal of 3 ions:

• Distortion of the intensity 
(charge) of a target ion is 
diminished due to elimination of 
ions with nearby frequencies

• Elimination is performed with 
respective ions’ LT

• Allows to process high 
multiplexity CDMS data

1Da loss
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0
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LT>800ms: σ=1.4kDa LT>800ms: σ=1.1kDa (electronic noise limit)

Fragmentation is seen with Ar gas:

No fragmentation can be distinguished in m/z 
spectrum:

m/z

Myoglobin isotopically resolved 
m/z histogram:

Ion energy 
reduction 
increases ions 
LT and 
improves Q 
accuracy

CDMS

An example of Scoring 
method applied to 

Myoglobin data:

An example of Mass Loss 
CDMS method* applied to 

Myoglobin data:

*algorithm is being improved

7. High multiplexing 
CDMS simulations

Folded time domain signal 
method:

Charge inaccuracy 
increases with number of 
ions per injection

Myoglobin [M]22H+ loses 1Da: 

Observed mass 
losses for [M]22H+

Scoring 
method 
result

Scoring 
method 
result

Standard 
CDMS

FFT H3
Mmode

FFT H3
Amode

Resolving 
power for 
Verapamil 
(455Da) 
grows with 
harmonic 
order:

❑Example of Verapamil MS (10nM 
syringe injection):

Aldolase 70nM

Myoglobin 40nM

Aldolase 5 μM, 
Tacq= 250 ms

Navg=400

Aldolase 0.6 μM, 
Tacq= 250 ms

Navg=100

High concentrations are required to get reasonable m/z spectrum

Much smaller concentrations are 
used to get reasonable m/z and 
mass spectra

11. Conclusion
❑ In addition to a standard HR FTMS 

mode OFA can work in CDMS 
mode to measure high mass 
molecular ions

❑ Isotopic resolution can be 
achieved for proteins

❑ High multiplexing CDMS 
measurements can be utilized 
without measured charge 
accuracy deterioration

❑ Methods of charge accuracy 
improvement without electronical 
noise reduction have been 
developed and are being tested

Folded artificial signal of 3 ions:
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10. Example 
data processing

Elimination reduces charge 
inaccuracy to “natural” level

Emax=3.8keV/Q

Emax=2keV/Q

LT histogram

Mass 
histogram

LT histogram

Image charge 
pick-up 
electrodes
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